Aims: One of the main contents of management and decisions in emergency triage is triage. Considering the importance of learning triage especially among medical emergencies staff and contradictions about the amount of education method effect and that some of these methods have some merits regarding the effect of learning, easiness, speed and cost, this study had been done with the aim of “studying the effect of triage educational film through START style on awareness and performance of medical emergencies staff”.

Methods: In an intervention study, 72 of medical emergencies staff of north of Khuzestan, who were selected randomly in 2013 were tested, before education, immediately after and 15 days after education (by a triage 45 minutes educational film and after 15 minutes asking and answering) by a researcher-made questionnaire, which included three parts of questions (demographic, awareness and performance), then results were analyzed by SPSS18 software and descriptive test and paired t-test.

Results: The average of awareness and performance were respectively increased from 39% to 84.6% and from 29.31 to 75.57 and also there was significant statistical relationship (p<0.001). Also there was significant statistical difference between the average of awareness and performance immediately after and 15 days after education (p<0.001).

Conclusion: The skill of pre hospital providers at all levels of training and experience to triage patients is less than optimal. However, this skill improved significantly after a single education session.
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of the patients according to the priorities of diseases and available sources [1-3], in an overview, when the number of the patients in emergency ward increases or there are many injuries in the incident site, the only approach, which can have the most use for the most of the patients is triage [7,8].

Also according to the evidences in Iran, there is not only any triage national scale, notified to the medical emergencies, there is no comprehensive academic course for triage education, and triage part is very limited in the topics of nursing and emergencies lessons and the only strategy is holding workshops and referring to scattered papers, published regarding this issue.

These insufficiencies can cause lack of appropriate context for emergence of behavior based on nurses’ knowledge and emergency technicians.

Although there are little researchers in this regard in Iran, Sedaghat in 2011 and Soluki in 2007 notified that knowledge and performance amount of medical emergencies staff about triage is weak [4,1] and also Mirhaghi et al in 2010 notified that nurses’ knowledge and performance of Zahedan Medical Sciences University about triage is weak [5].

The above studies indicate that among these incidents and disasters, nurses’ performance and awareness and medical emergencies technicians about triage show that these two groups did not have appropriate awareness of triage knowledge or in another word, this achieved performance and awareness for medical groups, which are the first line of treatment is very weak or not acceptable [1,4,5].

So alarms are sounding to notify us that beside all the advanced and modern humanitarian relief equipment and facilities, still the most important component is skilled and experience human force, those who have learned crisis important lessons in normal time and have practiced them, powerful and wise people who are able to control crisis destructive process through relying on their knowledge and with lots of sincerity and dedication and leads towards solving it and achieving relative calm of management. On one hand the best way for providing efficient human force for solving the need of the society is education [6].

Also education is the basis of all the learnings and nowadays in educational program, education and improvement of human sources is considered as one of the strategies of achieving human capital and positive adaptation with change of the conditions [9, 7].

So if we look wider, by the results of the discussions we can understand that the only effective way for achieving the aim of preventing complications of natural disasters or decreasing them, is to be armed with science and using that in performance [8, 9].

So by considering the importance of knowledge and skill of health and treatment teams members, especially medical emergencies in providing specialized cares and the ability of answering natural and human-made crisis, the researcher himself observed lots of emergency missions, lack of appropriate and correct plan, useless of equipment, lack of efficient and educated staff in adequate number in medical emergencies.

So by considering the importance of pre-hospital triage and this undeniable point that our dear country has natural disasters, the researcher decided in addition to providing, editing, translating and sounding an educational film, taken from American sources for teaching pre-hospital triage, to study the effect of triage education on the amount of awareness and performance of 115 emergency staff through educational film and based on the results of the study, in addition to introducing a useful educational film, to have an effective step among medical emergencies staff with a more effective educational system towards developing and promoting clinical decision making capacities in crisis times, increasing ability of performance and awareness of
emergency staff and permanent and self-centered learning.

2. Methods
This study had been designed in 2012 in the form of an intervention quasi-experimental and the study population were all the staff of medical emergencies (operator, driver and technician) in three centers (Shoush, Getond and Dezful) of medical emergencies centers of north of Khouzestan, which is dependent on Medical Sciences University of Dezful.

In this study sampling had been done through randomly method among 90 medical emergencies staff of North of Khouzestan based on Murgan table and the size of the samples were 72 people.

Data collection tool was a researcher-made questionnaire based on triage principles, the aims of triage and the method of triage according to the educational film includes three parts (the first part for collecting demographic data with 5 questions, which includes information such as: age, marital status, educational degree, experience of working in emergencies, the second part was the awareness part, which was for evaluating the area of awareness about triage and includes; 15 four-choice questions that had information about contents of triage knowledge basis, especially triage with START method and the way of assessing patient in triage with START method, which was in the generality of the film and was dubbed and also the third part was the performance part, which was for evaluating staffs’ performance and includes a Scenario with 19 injures needing triage, which were based on the educated principles in the educational film.

In order to determine validity of the questionnaire, content validity and face validity were used, in this form, which was assesses after providing questions by 10 people of the faculty members and the specialists (Dezful Medical Sciences College and Abadan Nursing College and the authorities of Medical Emergency education of Shoush and Dezful) and their correction comments were performed. Then in order to determine external stability and reliability of the questionnaire, retest method (among 30 people of emergency staff and with 10 days interval) was used that Pearson correlation coefficient between scores of all the questionnaire at the first and second part was achieved 0.8 and then for determining internal reliability and stability of the questionnaire, Chronbach’s alpha method was used that the reliability of the awareness questions was estimated 88% and the reliability of the performance questions was estimated 83%.

One day before the beginning of educational class in the conference hall of the Medical Sciences College of Dezful, the questionnaire was passed out before the education and 30 minutes was given to the samples of the study to answer the questions, then all the questionnaires were collected.

The method of scoring was through this way that one score was given to every correct answer.

Based on this, total score of awareness questionnaire was from 0 to 15 ; (0 to 5) little awareness, (6 to 10) moderate awareness and (11 to 15) good awareness and also about the performance, total score was from 0 to 19 ; (0 to 6) weak performance, 7 to 12 moderate performance and 13 to 19 good performance.

After collecting initial information and the amount of awareness and performance before education, 72 samples of the study were divided into two groups of 36 people through randomly method in the second day, then every 36-people group were educated into two one-hour separate time of educational film in a class with the same educational circumstances, which was about 45 minutes (one time for every class) and also at the end of every class questioners’ questions were answered for 15 minutes, immediately after the end of education and again fifteen days after the education, the
mentioned questionnaire form was performed for all the staff. Then data were analyzed by SPSS 18 software with significant level of 0.05 and in two ranges by using analytic descriptive statistical methods, central tendency and dispersion like; frequency, average, standard deviation and case paired t-test.

3. Results
In this study 72 medical emergencies staff with the age average of 30.86±4.07 and experience average of 3.93±2.94 participated in the study that their demographic features are in table 1. The initial results showed that the amount of initial awareness average of the units of the study considering triage was weak (5.8 with the standard deviation of 2.8 from total score of 15) and also in order to study initial performance, results of performance part indicated a weak performance (5.5 with standard deviation of 3.7 from the total score of 19).

Table 1: Demographic features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Educational degree</th>
<th>Basic (diploma)</th>
<th>Intermediate (associate diploma)</th>
<th>Paramedic (BA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marital status</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Married</td>
<td>Technician</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job status</td>
<td>Operator</td>
<td>Driver</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>76.4%</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
<td>6.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The average of awareness and performance before education, immediately after education and 15 days after education.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency distribution</th>
<th>Before education</th>
<th>Immediately after education</th>
<th>15 days after education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Awareness average</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>12.69</td>
<td>11.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance average</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>14.36</td>
<td>13.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Also based on the other achieved results, awareness and performance scores have been increased remarkably and score of the units of the study, which were educated had been increased to the acceptable extent (table 1, graph 2) and also paired t-test showed that there is also significant statistical difference among the units of the study in the awareness and performance average before education with immediately after that and before education with 15 days after that (table 3).

Graph 1 and table 2: average difference of before education, immediately after education and 15 days after education.

Table 3: comparing awareness and performance before education with awareness and performance immediately after education and 15 days after education of the units of the study.

4. Discussions
Results of this study showed that the age average of the units of the study was about 31 years old and also the average of their work
experience in the emergency was 4 years old. The achieved results indicate a young emergency with low experienced staff, which is because of 7 times growth of the Iran medical emergencies centers in the recent years. Also average of the experience of the participants is more than 7 years old [15, 16].

Also Matio 2011 stated that the experience of half of the staff was more than 15 years old [17].

This difference can be influence by the place of the study, because pre-hospital emergency has been used by many countries before being existed in Iran and being developed with this speed.

Also frequency of the units of the study based on their education degree shows that most of the units of the study were diploma (basic technician) (76.4%), which is not in consistent with the results of the study of Brian 2001 that states most of the participants of the study had BA degree (paramedic) [18].
Also it is not in consistent with the results of the study of Wang 2008, that more than half of the participants of the study had BA and MA degree [14].

It can be said that the reason of this difference is due to shortage of educated workforce in emergencies of the country, especially of Khouzestan in compare with other countries.

Results, achieved from frequency distribution, findings and usage of statistical tests in this study showed that amount of staffs’ initial performance and awareness about triage was weak and this weakness of awareness and performance needs reviewing curriculum resources, empowerment of the professors of the fields of medical emergencies, nursing and other paramedical fields and they also remind service educational classes and providing conditions for increasing awareness and performance of specialized forces, in other studies, which had been done in Iran it had been indicated many times [1,4,5].

Also in this regard Sezgin 2004 and Chin Chen 2003 indicated similar results [20,21], but it is not in consistent with the study of Wang 2008 and Brian 2001, which sated nurses’ awareness of triage is in the moderate level [13,18]. Because these researches had been done in European countries, it is possible that the results of the study are influenced by the place of the study. However, the mentioned results show moderate knowledge of triage that also indicates more need of staffs to education.

By considering table 2 and 3, it is cleared that awareness and performance score have been remarkably increased and this difference of the averages, which has been significantly increased indicates significant effect of education with educational film method, so using video educational film for education can be an appropriate replacement in the cases that there is not the possibility of using other methods or it is not affordable.

For teaching practical skills of medical emergencies staffs, using educational film can prevent common problems and high costs of practical classes.

In addition some studies show that using video in compare with some traditional methods is more effective, in this regard Chen et.al and also Schier et.al achieved that speech and education through video are both effective similarly, even results were a little better in video education. In this regard, Karimi 2004 stated similar results [11,12], Bistibel in his explanations about learning states that 75% of learning is done through sense of sight and the percentage of keeping texts in the mind at the time of observing and speaking about content is also 70% [10]. In this regard Chen et.al and
also Schier et.al achieved that speech and education through video are effective similarly, even results were a little better in video [10,11]. In this regard Karimi 2004 according to Edgardial and Ahadian writes that: direct, objective and first hand experiences in compare with audiovisual cues such as; slide and film and audiovisual cues in compare with signs and symbols that their obvious examples are words have better exactness and cause facilitation of learning [11].

5. Conclusion
Finally ,the above results and that teaching START triage through considered educational film is significant and other achieved findings of this study can be a guideline for planners and health-treatment authorities of the country. Since this study about triage with this method has been done for the first time in the area, by supporting and developing such designs in other educational and treatment centers, present weaknesses of this educational film can be resolved and by localization as a complete educational reference, in addition to internal use also can be introduced to all over the world. Unfortunately we do not have such educational films in our country, which are made Islamic Iran.
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